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	Professional Ruby on Rails


	Nothing less than a revolution in the way web applications are constructed,Ruby on Rails (RoR) boasts a straightforward and intuitive nature that avoids programming repetition and makes it infinitely easier to build for the web. Over the years, RoR has undergone numerous internal changes while programming techniques have evolved. This book captures the current best practices to show you the most efficient way to build a spectacular web application with RoR.


	Preparing you to build a real, live, and complex web application, this invaluable resource covers all the questions that aren't addressed in introductory material, including how to manage users and security, organize a team of programmers, automate common build tasks, secure your site, and deploy a production server. You'll learn everything you need to know in order to extend Rails so that you can take advantage of the many exciting and wonderful things that are being done by the diligent RoR programming community.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		
			How to write automated tests for all parts of your Rails application

	
	
		
			Why rake is a handy tool for automating commonly performed actions

	
	
		
			Ways to manage time zones and internationalization

	
	
		
			How to deploy Ruby applications using Capistrano, Mongrel, and Apache

	
	
		
			Techniques for installing and running a Rails application in Java

	
	
		
			Current security techniques, including prevention of cross-site scripting attacks

	



	Who this book is for

	This book is for RoR programmers, software and web developers, designers, and architects who are looking to expand their knowledge of the Rails framework.


	Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.

	

	About the Author


	Noel Rappin is the Director of Rails Practice at Pathfinder Associates ( www.pathfinderagile.com ), and has nearly a decade of experience with web application programming. Noel has a Ph.D. from the Georgia Institute of Technology, where he studied how to teach object - oriented design concepts. He is the co - author of Jython Essentials and wxPython in Action. You can read more of Noel ’ s writing at both the Pathfinder Agile Ajax blog (http://blogs.pathf.com/agileajax) and his own blog (http://10printhello.blogspot.com).
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Premiere Pro CS6 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A Complete Training Package!

	
		Full-color, step-by-step instructional book
	
		Video training from expert instructors



	Tutorials and lesson files on companion DVD


	You have a personal tutor in the Digital Classroom


	If you want expert instruction that fits into...
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Managing Derivatives Contracts: A Guide to Derivatives Market Structure, Contract Life Cycle, Operations, and SystemsApress, 2014

	"I am sure practitioners, auditors, and regulators will find the content of Mr Shaik's book of value. The accessible style is also welcome. All in all, a worthwhile addition to the finance literature and one that hopefully helps plug the knowledge gap in this field." — from the foreword by Professor Moorad Choudhry, Brunel...
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ASVAB Exam Cram: Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2009

	ASVAB Exam Cram, Second Edition


	Kalinda Reeves


	 


	Succeed with topical reviews, practice exams, and preparation tools


	 


	CD Features 200 Practice...
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Beginning ASP.NET 4.5 in C# (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2012


	ASP.NET is Microsoft’s platform for developing web applications. Using ASP.NET, you can create e-commerce

	shops, data-driven portal sites, and just about anything else you can find on the Internet. Best of all, you don’t

	need to paste together a jumble of HTML and script code in order to program the Web. Instead, you can...
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Electric Power Substations Engineering, Second Edition (The Electric Power Engineering)CRC Press, 2007
…this book provides a good overview of the many areas that need to be planned for in the construction of a new substation. … [The] chapters give a good description, along with many photographs and schematics … This would be an excellent book for substation engineers, substation project planners and as a supplemental book for...
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You Play to Win The GameMcGraw-Hill, 2004
As far back as he can remember, New York Jets head coach Herm Edwards has  kept a notebook of ideas and observations he refers to as Life Lessons. Whether  they are philosophies gleaned from his closest friends or snippets of knowledge  taken from people he’s never met, these carefully-chosen lessons provide Edwards  with a consistent and...
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